Media Log 2011

Print News/Web Sites

2/3/2011
Savethegulfnow.net
References SkyTruth’s monitoring of the Deepwater Horizon spill

2/4/2011
Alacra Pulse - Oil Spill, Redux: Revisiting a Mystery
http://pulse.alacra.com/analyst-comments/event/24C5F062-8878-4D19-A49D-44B6A93C0B98
Links to Green.blogs.nytimes mention of SkyTruth

2/5/11
Geothermal Energy Development
http://energytype.com/geothermal-energy/geothermal-energy-development-california/
Features image by SkyTruth

Oilspillaction.com - What Might Have Been: Looking Back at the Lowball Spill Estimates
http://oilspillaction.com/what-might-have-been-looking-back-at-the-lowball-spill-estimates
References Green.blogs.nytimes.com in which SkyTruth is mentioned

2/7/11
Cafetrinitysandpoint.com
Reposting of SkyTruth’s December blogs

2/8/11
Huffingtonpost.com - @SkyTruth BP's 4th quarter profit almost 6 billion $42k/min.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/t/skytruth-bps-4th-quarter-_34723148460982274.html
RT of SkyTruth’s post regarding BP’s 4th quarter profit
**2/9/11**

Significance Magazine (published December 2010)
http://ocean.fsu.edu/faculty/macdonald/pubs/macdonald_significance_2010.pdf
Article written by Dr. Ian MacDonald, references John Amos and SkyTruth

**2/10/11**

Seerpress.com – Latest Drilling System Renews Interest In Former Unviable US Oil Fields
Features image by SkyTruth

Energytype.com – Geothermal Energy Development, California
http://energytype.com/geothermal-energy/geothermal-energy-development-california/
Features image by SkyTruth

Floridaoilspilllaw.com – Oil blowing inland after heavy ‘cleanup’ equipment and sifters grind it into fine bits — “A most alarming development”
Features SkyTruth’s Gulf Oil Spill Tracker for 2/9/2011

**2/11/11**

Pengoin.net
http://pengoin.net/findarticles/2011/02/08/new-balance-991/
References SkyTruth’s comments on the size of the BP Oil Spill

Homelandsecuritynewswire.com
References SkyTruth’s comments on the San Bernadino gas explosion

Census of Marine Life – Wes Tunnell Profiled in NY Times
Features image by SkyTruth

MotherJones.com - SCOTUS Allows Waste Dumping in Alaska Lake
http://motherjones.com/authors/andy-kroll?page=51
Features image by SkyTruth

Beforeitsnews.com - Pipeline Problems - A Homeland Security Issue
Features repost of SkyTruth blog from 2/11
Beforeitsnews.com – Fire at Natural Gas Facility in Texas – Visible From Space
Features repost of SkyTruth blog from 2/9

2/13/11
Alabama Press Register – Gulf oil wells 10 miles from Deepwater Horizon site leaking since 2004
http://blog.al.com/live/2011/02/wells_still_leaking_in_gulf.html
Interview with SkyTruth regarding the Taylor Energy platform leaks

2/14/11
Beforeitsnews.com – SkyTruth Presentation at Shepherd University This Week
http://beforeitsnews.com/story/416/300/SkyTruth_Presentation_at_Shepherd_University_This_Week.html
Features repost of SkyTruth blog from 2/14

2/15/11
Center for Environmental Filmmaking Film: Using Satellite Images to Protect our Environment
http://www.american.edu/finance/sustainability/calendar/?id=2861853
Announcing SkyTruth’s presentation at American University

Floridaoilspilllaw.com - Oil leaking 10 miles from BP’s blowout: PHOTO of “a crew boat appears to be spraying dispersant” — Relief wells being drilled
Repost of interview with SkyTruth with Alabama Press Register

2/16/11
Beforeitsnews.com - SkyTruth Presentation at American University in Washington, DC Tuesday, Feb. 15
Repost of SkyTruth’s presentation at American University

2/18/11
San Antonio Express News – Feds Investigating BP spill estimates
Features SkyTruth’s release of the first independent estimate of the leak based on satellite images, saying the spill rate could be 5,000 to 20,000 barrels per day.
2/19/11
Fuelfix.com – Stock inquiry targets BP over estimates of spill
http://fuelfix.com/blog/2011/02/19/stock-inquiry-targets-bp-over-estimates-of-spill/
Reprint of San Antonio Express News article

2/20/11
Loveyourcoast.com – SkyTruth Oil Imagery
Features links to all SkyTruth blogs

2/21/11
Happytreeflash.com – Offshore Platforms, Gulf of Mexico
Link to SkyTruth PowerPoint presentation from November, 2006

2/22/11
Tradingcharts.com – Stock Inquiry Targets BP
Reprint of San Antonio Express News article

2/23/11
Deepseanews.com – Stories Deep on Our Sonar
Features ‘hat tip’ to John Amos for info on government investigation of BP spill estimates

Gasoilnews.com - Gulf Oil Wells: 10 Miles From Deepwater Horizon Site Leaking Since 2004
Mentions SkyTruth’s estimation of the Taylor Energy wells exceeding government’s estimates

2/24/11
Huffingtonpost.com – The Watchdog – EPA regulation overhaul
Features a quote from SkyTruth’s interview with the Brazilian newspaper, Valor Economico

2/25/11
Beforeitsnews.com – Monday’s Planned Balloon-Launch a No-Go
http://beforeitsnews.com/story/439/450/Mondays_Planned_Balloon_Launch_a_No-Go..html
Repost of SkyTruth Blog of 2/23
Potomacaudubon.org – SkyTruth Founder Will Be March Speaker
Article about SkyTruth’s upcoming presentation in March

Weleh Weleh Daily News – Vision Shopsters: Oil and Gas Supply Demand Outlook in the Americas to 2020 – Increasing Oil and Gas Production Changing the Industry Dynamics
Features image by SkyTruth

2/25/11
Shepherdstown Chronicle – SkyTruth Presentation Set
Mentions SkyTruth’s upcoming presentation for the PVAS

2/26/11
Martinsburg Journal – In the Know – SkyTruth Topic of Discussion
http://journal-news.net/page/content.detail/id/556909/In-The-Know--2-27.html?nav=5006
Mentions SkyTruth’s upcoming presentation for the PVAS

2/27/11
Shannondale.org – Shepherdstown Organization SkyTruth at the NCTC
Features SkyTruth’s upcoming presentation for the PVAS
2/4/2011
NYTIMES: Green.blogs.nytimes.com - Oil Spill, Redux: Revisiting a Mystery
References SkyTruth: Remember that this claimed rate was questioned by scientists, especially Dr. MacDonald, and by advocacy groups, notably a small environmental organization called SkyTruth.

2/10/11
Collaborative Institute for Oceans, Climate and Security – Umass, Boston
References SkyTruth’s participation in NSCE Oceans conference

2/13/11
Al.com – Alabama Press Register - Gulf Oil Wells 10 Miles from Deepwater Horizon site leaking since 2004
http://blog.al.com/live/2011/02/wells_still_leaking_in_gulf.html
Features interview with SkyTruth regarding Taylor Energy Platform 23051

OilSpillAction.com - More Oil in the Gulf: Wells Around Deepwater Horizon Site Have Been Leaking Since 2004
http://oilspillaction.com/more-oil-in-the-gulf-wells-around-deepwater-horizon-site-have-been-leaking-since-2004
Repost of interview with SkyTruth with Alabama Press Register

2/16/11
Worldwatch.org - New Mexico’s Winter Tale: Gas, Gas Everywhere But Not a Drop to Burn
Features image by SkyTruth

2/20/11
Blog.al.com – Press Register Editorial – Still an Uphill Battle Against Perceptions
Editorial featuring SkyTruth’s reporting about the size of the BP oil spill

2/24/11
Huffingtonpost.com – The Watchdog – EPA regulation overhaul
Features a quote from SkyTruth’s interview with the Brazilian newspaper, Valor Economico
International Press
Brazil

2/13/11
Valor Economico – Petrobras begins operation in the Gulf and generates fear in environmentalists
Features interview with SkyTruth